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What is cancer?

What processes are involved in cancer?What processes are involved in cancer?
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Why animal models?

What makes a good animal model?



Size

Numbers

Generation time

Ability to house and maintain easilyAbility to house and maintain easily

Ability to do experiments that are either
impractical impossible or unethicalimpractical, impossible, or unethical 
in humans

Genome sequenced?

Conservation of growth pathwaysCo se at o o g o t pat ays



QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor( p ) p

are needed to see this picture.

Drosophila in cancer research. An expanding role.
Potter CJ, Turenchalk GS, Xu T.
Trends Genet. 2000; 16: 33-39.



Which model organism is “the best”?

Species specific advantages

egg sizegg

external development

close relationship to humansclose relationship to humans

ability to perform genetic experiments

bilit t f i iability to perform microsurgeries

ability to get large quantities of eggs at any   
timetime



Early insights into Cell division:  
some historical perspective

Starfish and sea urchins
discovery of cyclins (sea urchins)discovery of cyclins (sea urchins)
purification /identification of MPF (starfish)

Surf clam (spisula solidissma)
hundreds of millions of eggs
rapid synchronous divisions
allowed better study of cyclins and 

discovery that cyclins interact with cdksdiscovery that cyclins interact with cdks

Xenopus -- cell cycle extracts, cycling extracts
DNA replication
Chromosome segregation

http://www.bio.indiana.edu/facultyresearch/faculty/Pomerening.html

Cell cycle progression
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Reverse Genetics and Forward Genetics

Reverse genetics:

* biased, candidate approach

* start with a gene then examine the phenotype of its mutation or over* start with a gene, then examine the phenotype of its mutation or over-
expression

* can be used to study known tumor suppressors, oncogenes,etccan be used to study known tumor suppressors, oncogenes,etc.

Forward genetics:

* unbiased phenotype-driven approach unbiased, phenotype-driven approach 

* start with a phenotype, work to identify the gene

* can identify genes whose role in a process was unanticipatedcan identify genes whose role in a process was unanticipated

In the age of sequenced genomes:

G id RNAi b d littl bit f b thGenome-wide RNAi based screens are a little bit of both



Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 2 (Men2)

- monogenic (caused by dominant, gain-of-
function mutations in Ret, an RTK)

- multiple endocrine system tumors --
medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC)

- variable age of onset, severity and 
type/number of other tumors



Read RD, Goodfellow PJ, Mardis ER, 
Novak N, Armstrong JR, Cagan RL.

A Drosophila model of multiple endocrine 
neoplasia type 2neoplasia type 2.
Genetics. 2005; 17):1057-1081. 



Reverse genetics/forward genetics meet:

Reverse genetics -- examine the phenotype(s) of

mutation in or over-expression of a gene.mutation in or over expression of a gene.

You can take THAT model, and do a genetic screen for

modifiers.  The modifier screen is a forward genetic 

approach looking for modifiers in an unbiased way, butpp g y,

starting with a phenotype from the reverse genetics

approachapproach.

Forward genetic screens -- perform a screen to identify g p y

mutations that give a certain phenotype.



Read RD, Goodfellow PJ, Mardis ER, 
Novak N, Armstrong JR, Cagan RL.

A Drosophila model of multiple endocrine 
neoplasia type 2.
Genetics. 2005; 17):1057-1081. 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



How can identifying genetic modifiers help
i ?cancer patients?



Genetic modifiers in the fly may serve as geneticy y g
modifers in human disease:

Why does the same mutation lead to different
course of disease in different patients?

Risk factors affecting prognosis/disease progression?



Can model organisms help us g p
identify cancer drugs directly?

Can model organisms identifyCan model organisms identify 
potential environmental hazards?



ZD6474 Suppresses Oncogenic RET Isoforms in a Drosophila Model for Type 2 MultipleZD6474 Suppresses Oncogenic RET Isoforms in a Drosophila Model for Type 2 Multiple 
Endocrine Neoplasia Syndromes and Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma

Marcos Vidal, Samuel Wells, Anderson Ryan and Ross Cagan 
Cancer Research 2005; 65: 3538-3541.



QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

C. elegans as a model organism for 
in vivo screening in cancer: effects of 
human c-Met in lung cancer affect C. 
elegans vulva phenotypes. Cancer 
Biol Ther. 2008 Jun;7(6):856-63.Biol Ther. 2008 Jun;7(6):856 63. 
Siddiqui SS, Loganathan S, 
Krishnaswamy S, Faoro L, 
Jagadeeswaran R, Salgia R.
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Wild type hermaphrodite nematode

aMuv nematode

Kornfeld, K. (1997). 

More info at:
http://www.nematodes.org/teaching/devbio3/NVD_lecture.html

Vulval development in Caenorhabditis elegans. 
Trends in Genetics 13, 55-61. 

But why would we care about the C elegans vulva?But why would we care about the C.elegans vulva? 



Vulva development inVulva development in
C. Elegans involves the
Ras pathway.

We can use this system
to learn more about Ras
and other signaling 
pathways.

Maloof and Kenyon.  Development 1998; 125: 181-190. 
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Photoreceptor specification in flies
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WT sev

sevE4;sosJC2 sevE4;sosJC2

“sevenless” (sev)se e ess (se )
“son of sevenless” (sos)

Rogge RD, Karlovich CA, Banerjee U.
Genetic dissection of a neurodevelopmental pathway: 
Son of sevenless functions downstream of the sevenless 
and EGF receptor tyrosine kinases.
Cell. 1991 Jan 11;64(1):39-48. 
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Genome wide RNAi in C.elegansg

Can look for a variety ofCan look for a variety of 
phenotypes:

cell cycle phenotypesy p yp

growth

developmentdevelopment

Reviewed in:

Genome Biol. 2001; 2(2): reviews1005.1–reviews1005.3.
High-throughput reverse genetics: 
RNAi i C h bditi lRNAi screens in Caenorhabditis elegans
Cornelia I Bargmann



Planaria RNAi screen

Reddien PW, Bermange AL, Murfitt KJ, Jennings JR, Sanchez Alvarado A.
Identification of genes needed for regeneration, stem cell function, and tissue homeostasis by systematic gene 
perturbation in planaria. Dev Cell. 2005; 8: 635-49. 
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Zebrafish screen - Analysis of 
heterozygous progeny of recessive 
lethal genes in zebrafish:

Many tumor suppressor mutations may be recessiveMany tumor suppressor mutations may be recessive 
lethal

-> isolate embryonic lethal mutations and examined het 
progeny for increases in incidence of tumors

A t d A S dl KC L i K F i t SAmsterdam A, Sadler KC, Lai K, Farrington S, 
Bronson RT, Lees JA, Hopkins N. Many ribosomal 
protein genes are cancer genes in zebrafish.
PLoS Biol. 2004 May;2(5):E139. 



Amsterdam A, Sadler KC, Lai K, Farrington S, 
Bronson RT, Lees JA, Hopkins N. Many ribosomal 
protein genes are cancer genes in zebrafish.
PLoS Biol. 2004 May;2(5):E139. 



Zebrafish screen

Amsterdam A, Sadler KC, Lai K, Farrington S, 
Bronson RT, Lees JA, Hopkins N. Many ribosomal 
protein genes are cancer genes in zebrafish.
PLoS Biol. 2004 May;2(5):E139. 



Comparing the relative proliferation
of wild-type and mutant cells.yp

neutral Mutant tissue
d t d

Mutant tissue
t dunderrepresented overrepresented

common rare



mutagenize
The Screen

V
X

males
+/+ females/  females

mutant/+F ddi i l i mutant/+For additional review, see:

Hariharan IK, Bilder D. Regulation of imaginal disc growth by tumor-suppressor genes in Drosophila. Annu Rev 
Genet. 2006;40:335-61.



UCLA Undergraduate Research
Consortium in Functional Genomics
http://www bruinfly ucla edu/methods phphttp://www.bruinfly.ucla.edu/methods.php

FLP/FRT-induced mitotic recombination

-/-

+/-
+/+



Newly hatched larva

eye imaginal disc, ~20 cells

10 rounds of cell division

Adult eye
(20,000 cells)



Screening for negative regulators of cell 
growth and proliferationgrowth and proliferation

Control Mutant



Negative Regulators on Chromosome 2R

Wild-type



Analysis of mosaic tissue

+/-
+/+

-/-
FLP

+/+

-/-

+/+
+/-

+/+

-/-FLP
+/+

Wild-type = GFP



Newly hatched larva
~ 20 cells give rise to eye disc

Adult eyePupal lattice
Third instar

larva

early
larva

apoptosisproliferation proliferation
and differentiation



Increased tissue in clones in the eye

Wild-type
Control

hippo (hpo)

Harvey KF, Pfleger CM, Hariharan IK. The Drosophila Mst ortholog, hippo, restricts growth and cell proliferation and 
promotes apoptosis. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):457-67. 



Extra inter-ommatidial cells in mutant tissue

+/+

-/-

GFP = Wild t peGFP = Wild-type 
Harvey KF, Pfleger CM, Hariharan IK. The Drosophila Mst ortholog, hippo, restricts growth and cell proliferation and 
promotes apoptosis. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):457-67. 



During development, to control/restrict growth:

(a) cells stop dividing                  (b) cells die (apoptosis)

When a mutation results in extra cells it can be becauseWhen a mutation results in extra cells, it can be because

(a) cells keep dividing    and/or  (b) cells don’t die



Newly hatched larva
~ 20 cells give rise to eye disc

Adult eyePupal lattice
Third instar

larva

early
larva

apoptosisproliferation proliferation
and differentiation



wildtype hpo

Ectopic S-phases and mitoses and
Elevated levels of cyclin E in mutant tissue

GFP = wild-type

wildtype 
control disc

hpo
mosaic disc

BrdU
S-phase

Anti
phospho
hi thistone 

H3
mitosis

cyclin E
Harvey KF, Pfleger CM, Hariharan IK. The Drosophila Mst ortholog, hippo, restricts growth and cell proliferation and 
promotes apoptosis. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):457-67. 



hpo mutant tissue shows decreased cell death
And suppresses GMR-grim induced death

GMR grim
GMR grim,
hpo mosaic eye38 hour pupal eye discs

TUNEL GFP = wild-type

GMR grim hpo mosaic eye

-/-

/+/+

Harvey KF, Pfleger CM, Hariharan IK. The Drosophila Mst ortholog, hippo, restricts growth and cell proliferation and 
promotes apoptosis. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):457-67. 



Quantifying division & growth

create homozygous 
clones

+/-
+/-

+/-

+/+
time

-/-

dissociate cells

Flow Cytometric Analysis
-/-

+/+

C
ou

nt
s

Count cells in mutant clone and 
wild-type clone to measure
proliferation rate (doubling time) %G1

%S

hpohpowt
28.6 24.8
11 1 10 7

C
el

l C

wt clones                DT=14.7 hrs

hpo mutant clones DT=13 1 hrs

%S
%G2 61.2

11.1 10.7
64.5

DNA Content
2n 4n

hpo mutant clones  DT=13.1 hrs

Harvey KF, Pfleger CM, Hariharan IK. The Drosophila Mst ortholog, hippo, restricts growth and cell proliferation and 
promotes apoptosis. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):457-67. 



Wu S, Huang J, Dong J, Pan D. hippo encodes a Ste-20 family protein 
kinase that restricts cell proliferation and promotes apoptosis inkinase that restricts cell proliferation and promotes apoptosis in 
conjunction with salvador and warts. Cell. 2003 Aug 22;114(4):445-56.

Udan RS, Kango-Singh M, Nolo R, Tao C, Halder G. Hippo promotes 
proliferation arrest and apoptosis in the Salvador/Warts pathway. Nat Cell 
Biol. 2003 Oct;5(10):914-20.

Pantalacci S, Tapon N, Léopold P. The Salvador partner Hippo promotes 
apoptosis and cell-cycle exit in Drosophila. Nat Cell Biol. 2003 
Oct;5(10):921-7.Oct;5(10):921 7.

Jia J, Zhang W, Wang B, Trinko R, Jiang J. The Drosophila Ste20 family 
kinase dMST functions as a tumor suppressor by restricting cell 
proliferation and promoting apoptosis. Genes Dev. 2003 Oct 
15 17(20) 2514 915;17(20):2514-9.

Hamaratoglu F, Willecke M, Kango-Singh M, Nolo R, Hyun E, Tao C, Jafar-
Nejad H, Halder G. The tumour-suppressor genes NF2/Merlin and 
Expanded act through Hippo signalling to regulate cell proliferation and 
apoptosis. Nat Cell Biol. 2006 Jan;8(1):27-36. Epub 2005 Dec 11.

Huang J, Wu S, Barrera J, Matthews K, Pan D. The Hippo signaling 
pathway coordinately regulates cell proliferation and apoptosis by 
inactivating Yorkie, the Drosophila Homolog of YAP. Cell. 2005 Aug 
12;122(3):421-34.



Sav Hpo Wts complex linked to human cancerSav-Hpo-Wts complex linked to human cancer

*Human sav (hWW45) is mutated in cancer cell lines( )
N. Tapon, K.F. Harvey, D.W. Bell, D.C. Wahrer, T.A. Schiripo, D.A. Haber, 
I.K. Hariharan. salvador Promotes both cell cycle exit and apoptosis
i D hil d i t t d i h ll li C ll 110 467 478in Drosophila and is mutated in human cancer cell lines. Cell 110:467-478.

*Lats1 (wts) KO mice develop soft tissue sarcomas
M.A. St John, W. Tao, X. Fei, R. Fukumoto, M.L. Carcangiu, D.G. Brownstein, 
A.F. Parlow, J. McGrath, T. Xu.Mice deficient of Lats1 develop soft-tissue 
sarcomas, ovarian tumours and pituitary dysfunction. Nat Genet. 21:182-186.sarcomas, ovarian tumours and pituitary dysfunction.  Nat Genet. 21:182 186.



Mosaic screens can identify non-autonomous
phenotypesphenotypes

Uba1wild-type



Non-autonomous tumor suppressor phenotypes include 
components of the ubiquitin pathway and endocytic 

trafficking:

Pfleger, CM, Harvey, KF, Yan h, Hariharan IK.  Mutation of the Ubiquitin Activating 
Enzyme Uba1 causes tissue overgrowth in Drosophila.  Fly 2007; 1: 95-105.

Moberg KH, Schelble S, Burdick SK, Hariharan IK. Mutations in erupted, the 
Drosophila ortholog of mammalian tumor susceptibility gene 101 elicit non-cell-Drosophila ortholog of mammalian tumor susceptibility gene 101, elicit non-cell-
autonomous overgrowth. Dev Cell. 2005 Nov;9(5):699-710. 

Vaccari T, Bilder D. The Drosophila tumor suppressor vps25 prevents 
nonautonomous overproliferation by regulating notch trafficking.  Dev Cell. 2005 

9( ) 68 98Nov;9(5):687-98. 

Herz HM, Chen Z, Scherr H, Lackey M, Bolduc C, Bergmann A. vps25 mosaics 
display non-autonomous cell survival and overgrowth, and autonomous apoptosis. 
Development. 2006 May;133(10):1871-80.Development. 2006 May;133(10):1871 80.

Lee JD, Amanai K, Shearn A, Treisman JE. The ubiquitin ligase Hyperplastic discs 
negatively regulates hedgehog and decapentaplegic expression by independent 
mechanisms. Development. 2002 Dec;129(24):5697-706.

Both non-autonomous growth and neoplastic growth



Suppression of cell death screens:

* Resistance to cell death is important in cancer

GMR i / GMR i /GMR iGMR-grim/
GMR-grim

GMR-grim/GMR-grim 
Uba1M1S/ Uba1M1S
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UCLA U d d t R hUCLA Undergraduate Research
Consortium in Functional Genomics

http://www.bruinfly.ucla.edu/methods.php



(from review) 



Science   2003:
Vol. 302. no. 5648, pp. 1227 - 1231

A Genetic Screen in Drosophila for 
Metastatic Behavior

Raymond A Pagliarini and Tian XuRaymond A. Pagliarini and Tian Xu 



Raymond A. Pagliarini and Tian Xu. A Genetic Screen in Drosophila for y g p
Metastatic Behavior. Science   2003: Vol. 302. no. 5648, pp. 1227 - 1231



Vidal M, Warner S, Read R, Cagan 
RL Diff i S i li l lRL. Differing Src signaling levels 
have distinct outcomes in 
Drosophila. Cancer Res. 2007 Nov 
1;67(21):10278-85.



Degradation of basement membrane/invasion into ECM
Raymond A. Pagliarini and Tian Xu. A Genetic Screen in Drosophila for 
Metastatic Behavior. Science   2003: Vol. 302. no. 5648, pp. 1227 - 1231



Vidal M, Warner S, Read R, Cagan RL. Differing 
Src signaling levels have distinct outcomes in 
D hil C R 2007 N 1 67(21) 10278

E-
cadherin

Drosophila. Cancer Res. 2007 Nov 1;67(21):10278-
85.

cadherin



Box 2 | Implanting tissue in adult 
hosts to assay for tumour growth

From the following article:

Spindle orientation, asymmetric division and 
tumour suppression in Drosophila stem 
cells.

Cayetano Gonzalez

Nature Reviews Genetics 8, 462-472 (June 
2007))

Part B from Nature Genetics 2005; 37 1125-
1129.



Jang AC, Starz-Gaiano M, 
Montell DJ. Modeling migration 

d t t i i D hil Jand metastasis in Drosophila. J 
Mammary Gland Biol Neoplasia. 
2007 Sep;12(2-3):103-14.



Other areas of investigation in model systems:

Epigenetics (in fact, Polycomb was first discovered in flies)

micro RNAs (C. elegans and flies are very useful)

Asymmetric cell division (initial divisions in C. elegans, etc.)

Regeneration (planaria,axolotls/salamander, zebrafish, 
Xenopus, etc.)



Summary:
Model organisms are useful in analysis of basic processes 
relevant to cancer (eg growth, cell division)

R ti t t ith tReverse genetics -- start with an oncogene or tumor 
suppressor and make an animal model (ret, MEN2)

Start with a pathway implicated in cancer and study its role in 
developmental processes in a specific model organism (Ras 
pathway in vulva development or photoreceptor specification)pathway in vulva development or photoreceptor specification)

Genome-wide RNAi screens/forward genetic screens can g
identify genes involved in growth and proliferation, in vivo
analysis of these genes

Modeling metastasis in model organisms


